(Though we haven’t seen too much of the sun yet!)

Jackdaw news

Welcome back to the last term before the summer holidays. It’s
going to be a rather packed one. We have football competitions,
sports days, dodge ball championships, a trip to the Royal Norfolk
Show, the School Fete and much more.

Literacy: The first week saw us continue to consider the fate of
Roger and the class have all become journalists who write a
newspaper account of the court case. In the process they will
interview different characters from the book using open questions
to get the most information. They’ll also explore all the rules of
speech punctuation and employ these in their work.

Maths: We are exploring the properties of 3D shapes and seeing
if there are any patterns to be discovered. For example what are
all the properties of a cube, what do you notice?

Science: We move in to the world of physics and explore sound.
What is sound? How is it made? How does it reach us? Why are
things loud or quiet and why do they quieter the further you are
from them? The more you think about these questions the more
interesting they become. How does energy play its part?

Visit from a Real Life Author!
Bawburgh was lucky to welcome Grant Koper where he read his
latest book. I dare not say it’s name…….
The kids were really excited by it and I hope it may have inspired
some to think about becoming storytellers themselves.

Next week: Beyond the usual parts of the week, we begin
rehearsals in earnest for our end of year play. If your child has a
speaking part please help them revise the lines, not only memorising them
but thinking how they would deliver them too.
Also just a reminder that to help with times tables go to
www.topmarks.co.uk
It’s really great on an IPAD and does help your child if they’re struggling
with times tables.

